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bstract

A common perception is that there are two competing visions for the future evolution of the Web: the Semantic Web and Web 2.0. A closer
ook, though, reveals that the core technologies and concerns of these two approaches are complementary and that each field can and must draw
rom the other’s strengths. We believe that future Web applications will retain the Web 2.0 focus on community and usability, while drawing on
emantic Web infrastructure to facilitate mashup-like information sharing. However, there are several open issues that must be addressed before
uch applications can become commonplace. In this paper, we outline a semantic weblogs scenario that illustrates the potential for combining Web

.0 and Semantic Web technologies, while highlighting the unresolved issues that impede its realization. Nevertheless, we believe that the scenario
an be realized in the short-term. We point to recent progress made in resolving each of the issues as well as future research directions for each of
he communities.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The Semantic Web vision [3] has inspired a large community
f researchers and practitioners, who have achieved several early
uccesses in the past six years. After years of successful progress
n semantic technologies and the concurrent emergence of Web
.0, it is time to re-evaluate the progress made by the Seman-
ic Web community, in particular considering current Web 2.0
pplications and tools. Looking back, we can characterise the
emantic Web effort thus far as follows1:

Closed domains. In contrast to Web 2.0, most Semantic Web
applications have assumed closed domains of manageable
size, such as the proteins domain, digital libraries and cor-

porate intranets.
Complex and comprehensive modeling. The Semantic Web
community has aimed to model as much of the underlying

� With all due respect to C.P. Snow whose title we reuse. This paper is essen-
ially a revised and shortened version of [1], published at WWW 2007, and
ncorporates feedback from the conference.
∗ Corresponding author. Present address: Hewlett-Packard Laboratories, Palo
lto, USA.

E-mail address: anupriya.ankolekar@hp.com (A. Ankolekar).
1 Note that these are broad characterizations and may not hold for all Semantic
eb research, but they are valid enough for purposes of discussion.
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complexity of a domain as possible while covering the domain
comprehensively. This is reflected in RDF and RDF(S) and in
the standardised Web Ontology Language OWL. In addition,
academic research has contributed methodologies for ontol-
ogy engineering, evolution, debugging, and modularisation,
aiming for a thorough understanding of the complexity of
common ontology languages.
Design for knowledge engineers. The complexity of the
modeling and modelling languages has meant that trained
knowledge engineers are required for domain modelling and
are implicitly assumed to be involved in the design and main-
tenance of the ontology.
Sophisticated reasoning. Due to the complex domain mod-
elling, there has been a need for sophisticated inferencing
methods and scalable reasoners. This has led to the develop-
ment of increasingly scalable reasoning solutions.
Complex specifications and heavy-weight tools. The docu-
mentation and specifications of Semantic Web languages are
well-known to be complex and often inscrutable to the aver-
age Web developer. Similarly, in comparison to Web 2.0, the
vast majority of tools for the Semantic Web are heavy-weight

to the point of being unwieldy. There are some improved
modelling tools like Protégé or Swoop, but those too tend
to focus on the knowledge engineer as opposed to a Web
developer.

mailto:anupriya.ankolekar@hp.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.websem.2007.11.005
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site of the movie, and more. She now checks to see whether the
sidebar looks good, and chooses a picture to display. Using RDF
licence information accompanying pictures from the movie [8],

2 Jim Hendler, Opening the International Semantic Web Conference in 2003.
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Web 2.0, sometimes positioned as conflicting with the
emantic Web vision, has been outlined in [15] and characterises
urrent state-of-the-art in web engineering, as exemplified by
ites such as Wikipedia, flickr and HousingMaps. Web 2.0
echnologies augment the Web, allowing for easy distributed
ollaboration and can be distinguished from the classical Web
y the following characteristics:

Community. Web 2.0 pages allow contributors to collaborate
and share information easily. The emerging result could not
have been achieved by each individual contributor, be it a
music database like freedb, or an event calendar like upcom-
ing.
Mashups. Data from different sites can be pulled together in
order to provide new values with the different combinations of
the data. This allow for a whole range of handcrafted merges
of data sources, from the dynamic embedding of advertise-
ments in AdSense to the dynamic visualisation of housing
information on Google Maps.
AJAX. The technological pillar of the Web 2.0 enables the
creation of responsive user interfaces, thus facilitating both
other pillars: community pages with slick user interfaces can
reach much wider audiences, and mashups that incorporate
data from different websites introduce asynchronous com-
munication for more responsive pages.

We believe that the Semantic Web and Web 2.0 are comple-
entary rather than competing—their goals are in harmony and

ach brings its own strengths into the picture. The Semantic Web
ommunity is beginning to realise the value that active commu-
ities and AJAX technology can bring [13,16]. However, we
elieve that the Semantic Web and Web 2.0 can be intertwined
uch more deeply.
To demonstrate this, we will describe a Web 2.0 scenario

sing semantic technologies, which we believe can become real-
ty within less than two years. We outline an architecture for the
cenario and describe the gaps in achieving the vision. Address-
ng these gaps is unlikely to require huge engineering efforts or
he solving of open research issues, but will inevitably lead to a
hole slew of new requirements, helping the research commu-
ity to focus on those topics that are most relevant for the open
emantic Web.

We formulate our scenario on the basis of the following three
ypotheses. They criticise certain assumptions held by part of
he Semantic Web community, but we will show how they can
elp to reconcile the two communities.

. The Semantic Web will be a World Wide Web. The Semantic
Web will not be restricted to corporate intranets or singular
islands of knowledge. Rather, it will incorporate large por-
tions of the Web, displaying heavy reuse of URIs and high
interconnection. Corporate semantic intranets will of course
continue to exist, possibly with certain advantages over the

world-wide Semantic Web, but in general the latter will easily
be the most prominent and demanding use case.

. A bottom up, user-centred approach is required for the
Semantic Web to take hold. The Web itself did not come about

h
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as a result of a commercial push. It began in research facili-
ties and with private, personal Web sites, with years passing
before companies recognised the need for a Web presence.
Similarly, we believe that the first popular Semantic Web
sites will grow as a result of community-centred efforts such
as semantically-enhanced blogs and wikis.

. “A little semantics goes a long way.”2 The first iteration of
the Semantic Web will profit enormously from light-weight
languages for exchanging information. These will have to go
beyond the expressiveness of RDFS, e.g. to allow instance
identification and some light-weight mappings, but they may
well be below the expressivity offered by OWL Lite.3

. Scenario

In this section, we describe a concrete scenario of how
emantic Web technologies could enhance current Web 2.0 tools
nd experience. We pick blogging as a typical example of a Web
pplication that is widely used, in particular for posting opin-
ons and links to other content on the Web. This makes it fertile
round to explore the possibilities of extensive data integration
nd reuse enabled by the Semantic Web.4

Let’s consider Chrissie, a fairly typical Web blogger, using
ovable Type, a popular weblog publishing system5. She goes

o the cinema regularly and blogs afterwards about the movies
he watched. Her audience consists mostly of her friends some
eople who accidentally stumble upon her movie reviews. She
ollows a straightforward workflow when writing reviews: she
reates a new blog entry, enters a title, writes the text, and maybe
ags it with one or more tags like the genre of the movie [12]. The
log publishing system takes care of displaying, syndicating, and
rchiving the entry.

.1. Reusing data from the Web

Now imagine a blog application movie plug-in that uses
emantic Web technologies and allows people to add informa-

ion about movies to their blog entries. Chrissie chances upon
his plug-in-let’s call it Smoov—and installs it. Her workflow
or writing movie reviews now changes slightly: she first has to
xplicitly state that she is writing a movie review. This causes a
umber of extra fields to appear in her blogging application, that
llow her to identify (e.g. via its IMDb page), rate the movie,
tc. Now Smoov is able to pull in some data about the movie
nd create a movie sidebar, as shown in Fig. 1. Chrissie config-
red the sidebar once to show specific information about movies,
uch as the director, the major actors, a link to the official Web
3 Tractable fragments of OWL 1.1, for instance, could become very relevant
ttp://owl1 1.cs.manchester.ac.uk/tractable.html.
4 The idea of extending blogging with semantics is not new, and has been
escribed previously, e.g. in [11,6].
5 http://www.movabletype.org/

http://owl1_1.cs.manchester.ac.uk/tractable.html
http://www.movabletype.org/
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ig. 1. A screenshot of the movie plug-in used in a blog entry. The plug-in add
irector, actors, etc.), and the screening times dynamically acquired from extern

moov guides Chrissie in choosing a picture that conforms to
egal requirements.

The movie data pulled in by Chrissie’s blog is available on
central space in a machine-readable format. This could be
semantically enhanced Wikipedia [17], a screenscraping ser-
ice (such like the various scrapers available at SIMILE6) that
xtracts the information from the IMDb movie page, or free-
ase, a collaboratively-edited database of cross-linked data.7

he movie information displayed can range from static data
like the director) to highly dynamic data, like the movie’s chart
osition. Based on the nature of the data, different caching and
etrieval mechanisms need to be applied in order to ensure an
cceptable response time of Chrissie’s blog.

.2. Dynamic data sources

Configured with a (URL) list of Chrissie’s favourite cinemas,
moov could locate additional dynamic information, such as the
laytime of the movies at a local cinema. Such a service could be
ffered by city guide sites that collect such information anyway
r by the cinemas themselves. Once the movie stops running
n the cinemas, Smoov would simply stop displaying the movie
howtimes. Once the DVD of the movie is out, as reported by
MDb, the plug-in could link to Chrissie’s favourite movie stores
nd online rental services, as configured by her, and display the
rices of the movie.
Why is this scenario of dynamic data sources realistic? Cin-
mas have several benefits when providing information about
urrent movies and their showtimes in RDF. Based on XML,

6 http://simile.mit.edu/wiki/Category:Javascript screen scraper.
7 http://www.freebase.com.

•

•

idebar to the entry containing the picture, data about the movie (running time,
es.

DF is an universal model for data representation and at the same
ime, simple enough for many processing tasks like the com-
ination of disparate data, e.g. automated mashups. Moreover,
ntologies associated with RDF data deliver the semantics that
acilitate machine-based interpretation and processing. Most
mportantly, there are already RDF stores and reasoners available
or the exploitation of these merits. These technologies enable
reater interoperability, control, correctness and consistency of
he data that can be transferred over the Web. Thus, cinemas
an reach larger user groups and propagate changes in their pro-
rammes more efficiently in a standardised and uniform way
hrough the Web. Offering such information also requires fairly
ow effort. Many cinemas already maintain that information in

database and thus, only need to attach a SPARQL endpoint
o their database, or write a simple RDF exporter besides an
xisting HTML exporter.

.3. Personalisation of Web sites

There are also some interesting personalisation possibili-
ies in this scenario. Readers of Chrissie’s blog, who do not
ive geographically close to Chrissie, would be more inter-
sted if Chrissie’s blog could display movie showtimes for
heir favourite cinemas, instead of those cinemas configured by
hrissie. There are several ways to realize such a scenario:

Smoov could try to guess the location of the reader, based on
her IP. Web advertisements often use this form of personali-

sation, but the major drawback is that this is only helpful in
identifying the user’s location—but no further information.
By offering login and accounts, readers could set up their own
preferences. This requires the blog application to handle user

http://simile.mit.edu/wiki/Category:Javascript_screen_scraper
http://www.freebase.com
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instance, flickr embeds RDF into HTML pages for publishing
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accounts and users to create and remember login credentials as
well as potentially replicate the same information on several
websites. It also prevents serendipitous usage of data, since
readers always have to register before getting the advantage
of context-aware data reuse.
Web surfers could offer information about themselves in
Semantic Web formats like FOAF [5] and then point
Chrissie’s blog to such a resource. This could be either done
with connecting an identity system like OpenID command in
order to send a reference to the user’s FOAF file [2].

Without imposing further efforts on Chrissie, she and her
eaders reap immediate benefits by providing a highly person-
lised Web experience.

.4. Giving back to the Web

Chrissie and her blog readers clearly benefit from Smoov’s
eb data integration, reuse, and personalisation capabilities. But

oes the Web itself benefit from Chrissie’s Semantic Web site?
t can! Smoov could export Chrissie’s movie ratings in computer
nderstandable format – be it encoded in RDF or hReview – so
hat crawlers and agents can collect and understand that data.

The Semantic Web is built on a decentralised and open
nfrastructure that can facilitate data interoperability. There is

great potential for having all sides participate in an open
ata Web, and having intelligent services present and adapt
ata to the users—such as Smoov. Web sites can then benefit
rom collecting the review data from many different, heteroge-
eous sources like Chrissie’s blog. They can display aggregated
eviews, and look out for trends (the blogosphere typically has
ore and quicker reviews than the reviews on most online

tores). Machine-understandable ratings make it much easier
o put up pages like Google’s Movie Ratings page.8 This would
rovide new services like FilmTrust with enough data to imme-
iately produce meaningful movie recommendations, turning
ata into a commodity rather than an asset.

In order to aggregate the data from different sources – to
isplay the average rating, for example – a system would not
pply logical reasoning, but statistics. Widely used features like
ag clouds and recommendations demonstrate that data mining
nd clustering can handle the scale of the web, whereas reasoning
n description logics system usually will not be able to deal with
massive amount of instances. It is a common misconception

hat the Semantic Web requires reasoning on a big scale: whereas
ntologies will provide the necessary background knowledge
or data integration and cleansing, data mining can be applied
o the data after integration, thus combining and leveraging the
trengths of well-known technologies where they work best.

. Infrastructure
The scenario just presented is certainly not a pure Semantic
eb application, but involves a number of related Web tech-

8 http://www.google.com/movies.
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ologies, and – maybe most importantly – significant human
ontribution. We argue that this paradigm shift from an overly
achine-centred AI view of the Semantic Web is necessary and

ealthy both for the involved research communities and for the
eb as a whole. This claim, however, also provokes two kinds

f critical reactions:

. “The scenario is not realistic, since it assumes significant
background infrastructure that is not available today – the
Semantic Web still lacks some crucial technologies to make
this possible.”

. “The scenario is not a Semantic Web scenario, since it does
not really challenge semantic technologies – you could just
as well use XML to transfer data in the described way.”

In the remainder of this section, we will argue against these
ositions by an elaboration on a basic Semantic Web infrastruc-
ure that can support our scenario, and can be built with existing
emantic technologies. Imagining the Semantic Web to be an
cosystem of entities creating, sharing and reusing (meta)data on
he Web, the following (non-exclusive) tasks need to be solved:
reation (what are the sources of semantic data?), exchange
how to distribute, gather and combine semantic data?), and
euse (how can semantic data be put to practical use?). While
hese tasks could be supported by hard-coded procedures built
n XML-based technologies alone, we will argue that semantic
echnologies can provide more flexibility and in particular, can
acilitate the exchange and reuse of data.

.1. Creation

The Semantic Web uses a large number of machine-readable
ata formats that are the basis for semantic technologies. But
here should this data that humans can hardly read, not to men-

ion author, actually come from? An early attempt to answer
his was made by the FOAF project, the idea being that a large
umber of people author small amounts of semantic data. Tools
ike FOAF-a-matic9 simplify the creation of FOAF files. The
IOC10 has a similar goal in that it aims to generate semantic
ata from online communities’ discussion channels and posts.
n spite the relative success, FOAF in particular, it is hard to
laim that such approaches alone can really solve the problem
f data creation.

But many web applications are already based on well-
tructured data – often maintained in an internal database in
n application-specific format –, and semantic data formats are
uggestive for publishing such pre-existing data. Encoding such
ata may need some work, but there are hardly any technical
roblems. The approach already works in specific domains. For
vailable license information, and all major blogging engines
rovide (RDF-based) RSS feeds. Much more existing data, e.g.
he millions of available library catalogue records, could be pub-

9 http://www.ldodds.com/foaf/foaf-a-matic.html.
10 http://sioc-project.org/vision.

http://www.google.com/movies
http://www.ldodds.com/foaf/foaf-a-matic.html
http://sioc-project.org/vision
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ished in a similar way. On the other hand, there are also efforts
o simplify the direct authoring of semantic data. Examples of
his include Semantic MediaWiki [17], where semantic data is
dited in a wiki, and the recent “machine tags” in flickr, that
llow (RDF) namespaces within tags. Incorporating the creation
f semantic data into the interfaces of existing applications, most
inds of blogs, forums, online directories, etc. can easily become
emantic data sources as well.

.2. Exchange

Exchanging existing data is a straightforward task in classi-
al Web scenarios. On the Semantic Web, however, data must
lso be transformed, merged, and collected to enable later reuse.
he most prominent related task is mapping available data to a
ommon terminology/format that can be further processed. Lan-
uages used on the Semantic Web ease the exchange of structural
nformation, but they do not encode the intended meaning of
uch structures. Yet using the data also requires understanding
ts informal semantics and handling it in an application-specific
ay.
One existing solution to this problem is to refer to established

ntologies. Applications that are aware of a given ontology can
asily interpret respective data sets, as in our blogging scenario.
n addition, further pre-processing steps might be required to
econcile data. For instance, the Planet blog reader aggregates
achine-readable feeds from many blogs, merges the collected

ews items by date, and supports various additional filtering
unctions. Another fully customisable online tool for process-
ng various kinds of data feeds is Yahoo!pipes,which produces
ata in multiple machine-readable formats. Similar aggrega-
ors will play an important role in the emerging Semantic Web,
specially as ontologies become more numerous and filtering
ethods become more complex. We believe aggregators are
here most of the research challenges and future commercial

nterests lie.

.3. Reuse

Creation, publication, and exchange of data are only useful if
here are ways of exploiting this information. A large number of
ools currently is exploiting semantic data in one or the other way,
ut many of them are used only within a very limited academic
ontext. There are various tools that process FOAF or RSS data,
hich we do not attempt to list here, but at the moment only
SS readers have really made the leap to user desktops [18].

Examples of large scale web applications include semantic
earch engines, such as the Creative Commons Search engine,11

r Swoogle [10]. These applications are especially interesting
ince they provide services beyond mere display of data, and
mploy technical solutions for more complex processing tasks.

nother important use of semantic data is the recombination
f data sources on the Web, creating what is typically known
s mashup. Mashups have already been realised using XML

11 http://search.creativecommons.org/.
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eeds, JavaScript APIs or REST, an API containing simple
perations against entities identified by URIs. However, these
mplementations require significant programming effort, are
ery sensitive to changes on the source sites, and rely on propri-
tary APIs. Semantic technologies advertise the use of common
ata formats that are universal across application domains, and
ence greatly facilitate the construction of mashups. The afore-
entioned aggregators Planet and Yahoo! pipes also provide

nline interfaces that are good examples of successful semantic
ashups. It is not obvious how a tool as versatile as Yahoo! pipes

ould be build without the use of machine-readable formats that
nable seamless data exchange.

Besides the data available in standardised Semantic Web for-
ats, there is plenty of data available on the web in well-specified

emantic formats, like iCalendar [9], Atom [14], hReview [7].
uch standards, especially the set of Microformats12, can usu-
lly be transformed easily into the RDF data model and thus
llow to be integrated into the Semantic Web vision, just as the
ast amount of data found in databases do [4].

. Conclusions

The Semantic Web and the Web 2.0 are often presented as
ompeting visions for the future of the Web. However, there is
rowing realisation that the two ideas complement each other,
nd that in fact both communities need elements from the other’s
echnologies to overcome their own limitations.

As we have shown, existing Web application scenarios, such
s blogging, can be worthwhile goals for spurring the further
evelopment of semantic technologies. We advocate a paradigm
hift from an overly machine-centred AI view of the Semantic
eb towards a more user—and community-centred approach

hat draws from the insights of Web 2.0. Of course, research
n foundational topics, such as expressive ontology languages
nd the associated technologies and methodologies, will be
equired, but the need of the hour is to focus on more simple

eb application scenarios. Semantic technologies, in turn, bear
great potential of providing a robust and extensible basis for

merging Web 2.0 applications. Interchange, distribution, and
euse of data can be greatly facilitated by the infrastructures
hat the Semantic Web offers. Jointly exploiting each other’s
chievements and insights, the two communities can realise their
espective visions of the web—because there’s only one Web,
fter all.
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12 http://microformats.org.
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